
 
Young Horse Performance Series 2014 – 2nd leg – The Burgh 
 
What a way to start the week! Monday, a public holiday, watching outstanding horses and riders competing at the 2nd leg of 
the Young Horse Performance Series held at The Burgh Equestrian Centre. Despite the early start and the mildly chilly weather, 
Pieter and Chrisna Oosthuizen, supported by their efficient team, headed by Nicole de Villiers, ensured that the grounds and 
equipment were well prepared to host this outstanding series.  
 Jonathan Clarke , consummate equestrian, was one of the Potential Showjumper judges and generously gave of his time to 
spend the day with us and share his expertise in rating the young horses that were competing. Wetsi Moloi, qualified 
Veterinarian, recently returned from a two year stint in France where he was trained by a Cadre Noire Instructor, was the 
other potential Showjumper  judge. He was most complimentary on the quality stock being produced and was particularly 
impressed with the quality of horses in the 5 year old category. 
The courses were designed by Jaap du Rand, no introduction needed here, as he has supported the series over many years, 
always bringing the best out of all horses and riders. Jaap was also impressed with the improvement in the quality of horses 
and the increase in number of competitors that he observed from the previous years to this.  Our judges box remains the same 
-  Judith , Kirsten and Jessica Bowyer and Gerda Marais, an unbeatable team. In a quiet corner of the judges box,  Matthew 
Heinrich churns out results from his computer  so quickly it almost seems he has telepathic qualities. Thanks to photographers  
Hennie and Heather van den Berg who were taking photos of everyone and  who also sponsored a Sporting Horse magazine to 
each winner. Another sponsored prize came from Estelene  Venter of Equestrian Videography who videoed each round and 
gave a free DVD to each winner. What a fabulous idea! We wish you would come to every show and really appreciate everyone 
who helps and sponsors different prizes for the series. 
4 Year Old Potential Showjumper 
The 4 year olds were all allowed to trot around the arena and look at the jumps for a few minutes before the start of the 
warm-up class, a wonderful opportunity to settle these young horses! This age group is a recent addition to the Young Horse 
Performance series and is sponsored by Ryan Andrews of Kellow Park Stud. It is jumped over only one round on the Potential 
Showjumper system – each horse being judged on Technique, Rideability , Attitude and Obedience, Scope and Potential. Midas 
Touch Supa Nova (by Saliner(Old)ex Piotter(KWPN mare) owned by Beverley Jackman  and beautifully ridden by Matthew 
Heinrich emerged the winners . Supa Nova’s calm and relaxed attitude and bold jump make him a pleasure to watch. Another 
SAW, the athletic Nova Stud Skyfall (by San Letto(Old) ex Centenary xx mare) ridden by Arnold Botha was second with third 
place going to the thoroughbred Milmac’s Vita Bella ( Toreador  xx ex Zabeel xx mare)another young horse ridden and 
produced by Arnold. Elizma Driver, owner and breeder of  the SAW Idlewild Quantum Leap(by Quartz D’Eclipse(Holst) ex 
J’TAdore(SF)mare) ridden by Louise Kotze was pleased with her 4th place. 
After the second leg, a Thoroughbred leads the pack! Milmac’s Vita Bella just edging ahead of SAW Midas Touch Supa Nova  
with SAW Kellow Quite Wonderful (by Quartz D’Eclipse(Holst)ex Wunderbar(SAW) mare) in third place at this stage. Interesting 
to see that two horses high in the standings at this stage are both by Lynda Rabie’s Holsteiner stallion Quartz d’Eclipse, who 
sadly died  last year. 
 
5 YEAR OLD 
In the jumping category, seven 5 year old horses go to the third leg with full jumping scores, but the field remains wide open, 
and one tiny error of judgement could change it all!  SAW Nova Stud’s Neuland Nightlife(by Numero Uno(SAW) ex Caesour xx 
mare)ridden by Arnold Botha narrowly beat SAW Davenport Ronel(by Davenport Ramses II ex Sailor Prince xx mare) ridden by 
Louise Kroon , who led the field for most of the class.  Not even one second behind them in third place was Nicky Whitfield’s 
imported mare Collado’s Christie (Collado(Holst) ex Carprilli (Holst)mare) well ridden by James White. This combination now 
leads the field  in the jumping standings after two legs. James is no stranger to the series – he rode the champion 5 Year old to 
victory in 2012 series, and he is clearly determined to win this title again in 2014! Fourth place by a ‘smidgeon ‘was  SAW 
Rathmor Cognac ( Capriccio (Holst)ex Wachmann III(Hann) mare) and  a delighted Catherine Deare with the imported Callaho’s 
Quinzy ( Quintender(Holst) ex Escudo I(Hann) mare)owned by Kim Sussman- Young and ably ridden  by Adrian Brink another 
fraction of a second further back. Rathmor Cognac and Davenport Ronel are currently lying second and third in the series thus 
far. 



In the Potential  Showjumper section the winner was  Callaho’s  Quinzy ( Quintender(Holst) ex Escudo I(Hann) mare) by a very 
small margin from second placed  SAW  Rathmor Cognac ( Capriccio (Holst)ex Wachmann III(Hann) mare) .Third place went to 
Nova Stud’s Neuland Nightlife(by Numero Uno(SAW) ex Caesour xx mare) with  the grey  SAW mare Davenport Ronel (by 
Davenport Ramses II ex Sailor Prince mare) in fourth place. 
In the cumulative standing so far, Callaho’s Quinzy leads by a fairly large margin from Rathmor Cognac and Davenport Ronel. 
This looks like the makings of a serious battle for the series. 
6 YEAR OLD 
 
Style Fragrances Callaho Fiorella(by For Joy(Hann)ex Raphael(Westphal) mare) owned by Jeanne and ridden by Rainer Korber 
won the jumping section, just six hundredths of a second ahead of SAW Leaping Leo ( Lothario Lad(SAW) ex Larry de la Bryere 
Last Step(Holst) mare) owned and ridden by Claire Martin. Jeanne was not at the show watching her horse win because she 
had just ‘foaled down’herself! Congratulations to Ray and Jeanne on the birth of their daughter Lilly Rae. Third place went to 
Roland van der Keere’s SAW Tannenhof Stepp Upp(by Larry del la Bryere Last Step(Holst) ex Noble Ambition xx mare)  
beautifully ridden by Jason Philips, a staunch supporter of the series. Fourth place went to Inneke Sauermann’s Thoroughbred 
Salsa Dancer (by Key to love xx ex Rambo Dancer xx mare)with last year’s Best SA Bred 5 year old champion Saratoga 
Ankhesanamun (by Waldemar (KWPN)ex Nile Game xx mare ) owned by Craig and Ursula Wearing and well ridden by Monique 
Cadle in 5th place. 
 
Style Fragrances Callaho Fiorella and Rainer Korber also won the Potential Showjumper category , 3 points ahead of  Ian van 
Schalkwyk and the lovely  imported Callaho’s  Ludanos ( by Ludwigs As (Old)ex Lordanus(Holst) mare) owned by the London 
Lane Stud. This puts Callaho’s Ludanos in the lead in the Potential showjumper standings, followed by SAW Equifox Sting 
(Shiraz(Hann) ex Heartbreaker(BWP) mare). Third place went to  the imported Belgian warmblood gelding Ickx (by Nabab de 
Reve(BWP)ex Filou des Mesnils(BWP)mare) owned by Liz Ladeira and beautifully  ridden by Tracy Carney. Jason Philips came 
fourth  on Tannenhof Stepp Upp and fifth place went to Leaping Leo  who moves into third spot in the cumulative standings. 
 
7 YEAR OLD 
 
Five horses posted double clears with the times getting progressively faster as the class went on. Newcomer in the series, 
Samira Rexrodt’s imported Holsteiner mare Cefania(by Carnaby(Holst) ex Carpaccio(Holst) mare) ridden by Gail Foxcroft won 
both the jumping and potential showjumper categories. This mare is a stunning new addition to Samira’s string of beautiful 
mares!  The beautiful and electric Swazi-Lizhkar Land of Lagos( Lagos(SAW)ex Land Earl (Holst) mare)  owned and ridden by 
Carolyn Coetzee and bred by Kate Reilly of the Swazi-Lizkhar Stud came second in both categories  with SAW  Assegai Roman 
Holiday (  by Ramses D(SAW) ex Wunderbar(SAW) mare) and Genevieve Meyer in third place in both categories.  The 
impressive SA Boerperd Calista Generaal (by Lang-Carel Viceroy (SAB) ex Lang-Carel Harmonie (SAB) mare) owned and ridden 
by Jacques du Plessis had the fastest time in the jump off, but unfortunately one fence down. Fourth place went to SAW  mare 
Tannenhof Bonita (by Beau Veneur (SF) ex Wedekind II (SAW) mare) owned once again by Roland van de Keere and ridden by 
Jason Phillips with fifth place going to the 2013 Best Namibian bred champion Locarno Cruise Control (by  Caprivi(Nam WB) ex 
Consuelo (Holst) mare) bred by Claus Kok and ridden by Louise Kroon . At this stage in the series, the leader is  Swazi-Lizhkar 
Land of Lagos with Assegai Roman Holiday  and  Locarno Cruise Control hot on his heels! 
A tie for fourth place in the Potential showjumper category went to two ‘full sisters’ both owned by the Tannenhof stud - last 
year’s Champion 6 Year Old Potential showjumper Tannehof Belamie (by Beau Veneur (SF) ex Wedekind II (SAW) mare)  and 
Tannenhof Bonita , both mares superbly ridden and produced by Jason Phillips. The lead  in the Potential showjumper 
category is currently tied by Swazi-Lizhkar Land of Lagos and Assegai Roman Holiday  with Locarno Cruise Control  ‘waiting in 
the wings’. 
An exciting new development for the Young Horse Performance series is the launch of the new Equestrian Channel on TV. Mike 
Demain of ‘ Supersport’ fame, has launched a channel devoted to all Equestrian sport and the 2nd leg of the series will be on 
this channel shortly. Go to www.equestrianchannel.tv  to watch  exerpts of multiple disciplines in equestrian sport. The Nissan 
Easter Festival is also featured. 
 
Another successful day of exciting young horses came to an end with everyone looking forward to leg 3 which is on Saturday 
21st June at The Burgh. See you there! 

http://www.equestrianchannel.tv/

